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Abstract—Soft-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new approach

that enables operators to easily manage all the network elements.

In this paper, we address the problem of energy-aware routing

in SDN-based carrier-grade Ethernet networks. Our approach

is based on turning off network nodes and links to reduce

energy consumption, while respecting the rule space capacity for

each Openflow switch, and maintaining an allowable maximum

link utilization. The problem of identifying the optimal set

of network elements to be turned off is NP-hard. We first

present an exact model based on an Integer Linear Programming

formulation for the problem. Then, we describe a set of first-

fit heuristic algorithms suitable for large-sized networks. The

exact and heuristic approaches are tested on SNDlib-based

instances. Experimentations show the efficiency of both exact and

heuristic methods for different network topologies. In particular,

our heuristic algorithms are able to achieve a good balance

between energy consumption, resource utilization, and network

performance.

Index Terms—Energy-Aware Routing, Carrier-Grade Ether-

net, Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Routing Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY optimization in carrier-grade networks is be-

coming a concern in networking. Studies have shown

that the energy consumed by carrier-grade networks may reach

50% of the total network power by 2020 [1], [2]. Therefore,

reducing the energy consumption of carrier-grade networks

has attracted an increasing interest. The energy consumption

in a network generally depends on the technology used and

elements’ power profile. Carrier Ethernet elements present an

ON-OFF power profile. This profile fully empowers network

devices when they may later be turned on [3], [4]. Conse-

quently, a constant amount of power is consumed when a

device is on, regardless of its traffic load. In the case of an

ON-OFF power profile, it would be more energy efficient to

aggregate traffic on a small set of network devices (line cards

and a router chassis) to allow the maximal set to be turned

off. Accordingly, Energy Aware Routing (EAR) mechanisms

constitute a potential solution to energy consumption mini-

mization. EAR can be implemented and integrated over two

architectures (centralized and distributed). Distributed archi-

tectures exploit limited amounts of data, relying on multiple

agents which are able to locally adjust the sleeping decision.

Compared to the distributed architectures, centralized ones

dispose of a central controller. Sleeping decisions are carried

out in a coordinated way by a central entity who has a global

network knowledge. The implementation of an energy-aware

routing within an SDN (Software Defined Network) logically

centralized architecture can be easily achieved. Carrier-grade

network operators specify the need for creating an SDN

architecture to facilitate the management and increase the
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flexibility of their networks [5], [6]. In fact, for the optical

transport networks, the Optical Transport working group of

the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [7] emphasizes the

improvements in the flexibility of control and management by

leveraging virtualization and SDNs.

SDN implementations, in particular using Openflow , focus

on carrier Ethernet to optimize its operational expenditures.

A detailed description of how Openflow promotes carrier

Ethernet advances is provided in [8], [9].

Openflow switches can either be pure or hybrid. Pure switches

do not support legacy control protocols and only rely on

the Openflow controller for routing decisions, while hybrid

switches integrate both. In [10], the authors demonstrate an

effective use of SDN for traffic engineering especially when

SDN is incrementally introduced into an existing networks.

This can be ensured using hybrid switches which are the most

deployed in carrier-grade Ethernet [5], [11].

Openflow architecture makes energy-aware routing algo-

rithms less complex due to its logically centralized controller.

The Openflow controller can learn network topology and

network devices’ states, and then compute the best paths in

terms of energy savings.

Traditional networking SDN networking

SDN
Controller 

data flow

data flow

data flow

embded 
control plane 

OpenFlow 
 switch

OpenFlow  
messages

Fig. 1: Traditional networking versus SDN networking

In traditional networks, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the strong

coupling between the data and control planes makes the

deployment of energy-aware routing algorithms very difficult.

It may also become very costly when the numerous devices

come from different manufacturers, or when they use different

programming interfaces or different protocols. In fact, this

would imply a modification of the control plane for all the

network devices which act as a closed-system. In contrast,

an SDN-based architecture decouples the control plane from

the data plane to produce an external entity which is called

the SDN controller or the Network Operating System. The

logically centralized architecture has the advantage of being

consistent with energy-aware traffic engineering. However, to

enable energy savings in the Openflow controller, specific

features must be controllable by adding extra messages such

as the port power status on/off and the adaptive line rate [12].

These messages and their processing add overhead to the

control plane and increase the communication delay between

the controller and the forwarding devices. Furthermore, the

performance of the control plane depends on the size of the

flow table embedded in the openflow switches. In our work,

we neglect the message exchange issues and consider only

the the limitation of flow-table size. In this paper, we use

optimization techniques to achieve SDN-based energy-aware

routing in carrier Ethernet networks. We first give an Integer

Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for the problem that

takes into account the rule space capacity constraint, as well

as flow conservation and resource utilization constraints. We

then introduce a heuristic method that provide near-optimal

solutions in a reduced amount of time. As there exists a

tradeoff between power savings and network quality of ser-

vice provisioning, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed

algorithms using diverse performance metrics. These include

the network connectivity, the average path length, the average

traffic load, and the fairness of traffic distribution.

The sequel is organized as follows. We present related works

in the next section. In Section III, we formally describe the

problem and model it as an ILP formulation. In Section IV,

we describe heuristic algorithms. A performance analysis of

the proposed resolution methods is presented in Section V.

Finally, Section VI is devoted to giving concluding remarks
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and new directions for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Energy-Aware Routing in traditional architectures

Energy-Aware Routing strategy refers to smartly routed

traffic based on energy-saving objectives. A typical example

of EAR consists in modifying the network protocol and

turning off unused elements, in order to route traffic over

energy efficient paths. Dabaghi et al. [13] categorize EAR

approaches that use sleeping techniques into two main types:

(i) traffic-unaware algorithms that ignore the network traffic;

and (ii) traffic-aware approaches that consider a network traffic

matrix in a sleeping decision. Only the works [14], [15], [16],

[17], [18] and [19] have considered type (i) of the problem.

Although these approaches are able to achieve high energy

conservation, they may impact the traffic routing and imply an

important congestion on transiting elements especially during

high traffic periods.

Type-(ii) EAR approaches, which are the most common, offer

a satisfactory level of QoS while achieving a considerable

energy efficiency. Typically, a type-(ii) EAR problem in the

network is modeled as a graph composed of a set of nodes that

are interconnected by a set of directed or undirected links. In

this context, using integer linear programming or mixed integer

linear programming, the energy saving is formulated as an

objective function, while the network’s technical requirements

are modeled through mathematical constraints. As the EAR

problem is NP-hard [20], various heuristics are typically

proposed. Chiaraviglio et al. [21] provide a basic formulation

of the EAR problem as a capacitated multi-commodity flow

(CMCF) problem with continuous flow variables (splittable

flows). They propose different heuristics, where a single

routing path is considered, based on several sorting policies

for turning off both links and nodes. Another variant of

sleeping routing algorithms involves turning off both links

and nodes, which is considered in [22]. The authors consider

the case of flow-based, fully-splittable routing. They propose

a MILP-based heuristic that efficiently configures the link

weights of an Interior Gateway Protocol to reduce both power

consumption and network congestion. As in [22], Moulierac et

al. [23] consider an EAR that takes into account link weights

optimization. The authors use in addition robust optimization

techniques to deal with multi-period traffic variations. In [24],

Capone et al. propose an optimization model based on the

traditional Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) used

by carrier Ethernet networks. They optimize both network

congestion and energy consumption (on both links and nodes).

The main shortcoming of this approach is the use of MSTP,

which can no longer meet the needs of modern carrier Ethernet

networks. The aforementioned EAR approaches are assumed

to be performed in a coordinated way by a centralized entity.

However, none of them have discussed an actual deployment

on SND-based architecture networks.

B. Energy-Aware Routing for SDN

In [25], Heller et al. develop the so-called ElasticTree which

is one of the most popular approaches that achieve energy

efficiency in data center networks. It is implemented on a

testbed consisting of Openflow switches. The idea is to turn

off links and switches based on the amount of traffic load.

The authors show that the traffic flows can be consolidated

through a small set of links and switches which are sufficient

to serve the bandwidth requests for most of the time. The work

in [26] proposes an EAR solution inside Openflow protocol

with Green Abstraction Layer (GAL) [27], a recently approved

standard of the European Telecommunications Standards Insti-

tute (ETSI). This integration permits internal communication

between network devices to interchange their power states. In

this way, the Openflow controller becomes aware of the energy

consumption of each network component. In [28], an extension
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of the work presented in [26] is proposed including more

power states instead of simple ON-OFF states. The authors

consider an Openflow protocol that integrates further energy-

aware capabilities and power management primitives of the

hardware components, line cards, nodes and logical resources.

Authors in [29] take the advantage of SDN to create their

power management model by collecting real time information

about network traffic and users’ demands. They propose an

ILP formulation that guarantees energy savings for both links

and nodes while considering QoS requirements in terms of

delay and link utilization constraints. In order to solve the

problem in polynomial time, the authors propose global and

alternative greedy heuristics. However, they do not consider

the limitation of the flow table size, which is one of the

main constraints in our model. Typically, EAR approaches

assume that the node routing/forwarding table (router/switch)

can hold an infinite number of routing rules. However, this

assumption does not fit with reality since the actual number of

rules in the hardware node is bounded by the Ternary Content

Addressable Memory (TCAM) size. In this context, a new

EAR approach [30] for SDN-based networks allows only links

to be turned off when the rule space constraint is considered.

The authors first model the problem in terms of ILP. They also

propose a greedy heuristic based on one sorting criterion that

iteratively selects the minimally loaded link as a candidate to

be turned off.

Recall that using an SDN-based network for EAR offers the

major advantage of logically centralized operation. SDN ap-

proaches also allow low operating expenses and the flexibility

to manage the network and to improve the QoS. In this work,

we focus on using Openflow to deploy energy-aware routing

in carrier-grade Ethernet networks. Our work can be seen as

an extension of [29] considering the rule space capacity, and

an extension of [30] offering the possibility to save energy on

both links and nodes.

C. Optimizing rule space in Openflow forwarding node

In an Openflow network, the forwarding node contains one

or more separated flow tables for handling packets. Starting

from version 1.1 and thereafter, Openflow supports a pipeline

process consisting of multiple flow tables [5], [11]. Each flow

table consists of a set of flow entries that are created by the

controller, and that determine how flows will be processed.

Each entry in the table corresponds to a routing rule associated

with an appropriate action. A flow entry can be divided into

three parts: (1) a matching rule that may contain packet header

information (e.g., source and destination MAC/IP addresses,

and the ingress port); (2) an action to be executed on matching

packets (e.g., to output the frame to a specific interface or flood

it to all interfaces, to discard the frame, etc.); (3) a counter

used to keep statistics on the matching packets. Large tables

which are powerful for storing an important number of rules,

provide fine-grained flow control and efficient energy-aware

traffic engineering. However, it is worth noting that these rules

are installed in a TCAM on-chip that is expensive and has

limited space to hold a great number of rules. Hence, it would

be interesting to optimize the number of rules installed in

forwarding devices. TCAM-based energy-aware SDN issues

received significant attention as shown in [31]. Some of

the works address the problem of rule placement without

considering energy savings, see [32], [33] and [34]. In other

works, such as [30] and [35], both rule space capacity and

energy consumption are optimized. Giroire et al. [30] come

with idea of using a default rule to deal with the rule capacity

limitation. They have proposed an energy-aware routing algo-

rithm that optimizes the rule placement of an Openflow router

in backbone networks. In [35], the authors propose to reduce

the size of flow entries and manage large-sized SDN flows,

while optimizing only the power consumption induced by the

TCAM (without turning off network elements). The authors

introduce the Flow-ID concept to enable a new TCAM look-
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up process that reduces the TCAM power cost.

Our main contribution in this work is to model SDN-

based, energy-aware routing in carrier Ethernet networks while

respecting the memory limitations in an Openflow switch,

which is also known as rule of space capacity. Consequently, it

is important to route flows on a single path when the maximum

number of rules that can be installed at each node is limited.

We use the default rule for optimizing flow tables as in [30].

To the best of our knowledge, the previous works that are

the closest to ours are [21], [29] and [30]. Our work is an

extension of [29], [30] and [21]. TABLE I gives in details the

main common points and differences between our work and

those proposed in [21], [29] and [30].

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORMULATION

A. Problem statement

As an example of EAR, we consider the network topology

shown in Fig. 2a. The capacity of each link is 7Gbps.

There are six traffic demands. Each demand is given

by a pair of nodes (the source and destination nodes):

D = {(1, 6), (1, 5), (1, 4), (2, 6), (2, 5), (2, 7)}. All demands have

a volume of 1 Gbps. When rule space constraints on the flow

table are not considered, an optimal EAR routing is obtained

as shown in Fig. 2b. In this solution, each demand is routed

through its shortest path as follows:

(1,6) : 1-2-4-6 ; (1,5) : 1-2-4-5 ; (1,4) : 1-2-4 ; (2,6) : 2-4-6 ;

(2,5) : 2-4-5 ; (2,7) : 2-4-5-7

Fig. 2b illustrates how EAR allows energy savings by

turning off node 3 and four links (i.e., (3,1), (3,2), (3,5) and

(5,6)). In the obtained solution, the flow table of node 2 stores

three routing rules, the flow table of node 4 stores four rules,

and the flow table of node 5 stores only one rule.

Now, if we assume that the flow table for each node can store,

at most, three routing rules, then node 4 cannot route demands

1

3

2 4 6

5 7

(a) Network topology

1

3

2 4 6

5 7

(b) EAR with no rule space
constraint

1

2 4 6

5 73

(c) EAR with rule space con-
straint

Fig. 2: Example of EAR

(2, 5) and (2, 7). Similarly, demands (2, 6) and (2, 5) cannot be

routed via node 2. Note that demand (1, 4) does not need to

be stored in node 4’s flow table as node 4 is a destination.

As a consequence, the best EAR solution with the rule space

constraint is shown in Fig. 2c and is as follows.

(1,6) : 1-3-5-6 ; (1,5) : 1-3-5 ; (1,4) : 1-3-5-4 ; (2,6) : 2-4-6 ;

(2,5) : 2-4-5 ; (2,7) : 2-4-5-7

As shown in Fig.2c, EAR can turn off only two links. Note

that, links (1, 3) and (3, 5), can never be turned off. TABLE II

shows the routing rules used by nodes 1 to 5, i.e., each node’s

flow table contains at most three rules. The flow table of node

6 and node 7 are not reported because they have no demands

(rules) to handle.

To address the space limitation issue, one can use, as in [30],

default rule to optimize the flow-table size and to enhance the

EAR solution. For instance, if we come back to the example

in Fig. 2a and apply the default rule to the node flow tables

(see Fig. 3 which contains the flow table for node 4), then the

routing solution produces exactly the same topology as the

one described in Fig. 2b.

In the given example of Fig. 3, before reducing the number of

entries in the flow table, we cannot route more than 5 demands

according to the available space. To address a large number

of flow demands, port 5 is defined as a default port because it

initially carried the largest number of rules. Assume that, after

shrinking the rule space, we have ten flow demands to route.
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TABLE I: Similarities and differences between our work and the closest ones

Our contribution [21] [29] [30]

A
ss

um
pt

io
ns Rule space

capacity X - - X

Asleep
elements Nodes/Links Nodes/Links Nodes/Links Links only

Traffic
routing

Unsplittable flow
(ILP and heuristic)

Splittable flow (MILP)
Unsplittable flow (heuristic)

Unsplittable flow
(ILP and heuristic)

Unsplittable flow
(ILP and heuristic)

R
es

ol
ut

io
n

m
et

ho
ds

Exact
methods

ILP
(binary variables)

MILP
(continuous/binary variables)

ILP
(binary variables)

ILP
(binary variables)

Heuristic
methods

Sorting policies
for network elements
(random; least-flow;

most-power)

Sorting policies
for network elements
(random; least-flow;

most-power; least-links)

Sorting policies
for demands

(priority order of delay)

Sorting policies
for network elements

(least-flow)

TABLE II: Routing rules for Fig. 2c (where each node can store at most three rules)

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5
Rule Action Rule Action Rule Action Rule Action Rule Action
(1,6) port 3 (2,6) port 4 (1,6) port 5 (2,6) port 6 (1,6) port 6
(1,5) port 3 (2,5) port 4 (1,5) port 5 (2,5) port 5 (1,4) port 4
(1,4) port 3 (2,7) port 4 (1,4) port 5 (2,7) port 5 (2,7) port 7

A feasible solution will match 4 demands with 4 distinct rules,

and the 6 remaining demands will match the default one.

Rule Action

(1,6) Port 6

(1,5) Port 5

(2,6) Port 6

(2,5) Port 5

(2,7) Port 5

Flow table for node 4
without rule space constraint

Flow table for node 4 
stores three rules

Before shrinking After shrinking

Rule Action

(1,6) Port 6

(2,6) Port 6

Def Port 5

Fig. 3: Stored rules in node 4

B. Binary integer linear programming model

The EAR problem, with the rule space constraint, is formu-

lated as a binary integer linear program. The notations used

are shown in TABLE III.

min
∑
e∈E

Eexe +
∑
u∈V

Euyu (1)

∑
v∈NG (u)

[( f stuv − f stvu ) + (gst
uv − gst

vu )] =


−1 if u=s,

1 if u=t,

0 if u , s,t,

∀u ∈ V,

∀(s, t) ∈ D,
(2)

∑
(s, t )∈D

dst ( f stuv + f stvu + g
st
uv + g

st
vu ) ≤ µCexe ∀e = (u, v) ∈ E,

(3)

f stuv + f stvu + g
st
uv + g

st
vu ≤ 1

∀(u, v) ∈ E,

∀(s, t) ∈ D,
(4)

∑
dst ∈D

∑
v∈NG (u)

f stvu ≤ (Ru − 1)yu ∀u ∈ V, (5)

∑
v∈NG (u)

kuv ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ V, (6)

gst
uv ≤ kuv

∀(u, v) ∈ E,

∀(s, t) ∈ D,
(7)

∑
e∈δG (u)

xe ≤ Myu ∀u ∈ V . (8)

TABLE III: Summary of notations

Notation Description
G=(V ,E ) Undirected graph where V is the set of vertices (nodes)

and E is the set of edges (links)
|V | , |E | |V | is the size of V, |E | is the size of E
Ee Power consumption of link e ∈ E
Eu Power consumption of node u ∈ V
Ce Capacity of link e ∈ E
Ru Maximum number of rules that can be installed in node u ∈ V
D Set of all traffic demands D = {(s, t), s ∈ V, t ∈ V}
dst Traffic demand from node s to t
xe 1 if link e is in use, 0 otherwise
yu 1 if node u is in use, 0 otherwise
f stuv 1 if flow (s, t) goes through link (u, v) by a distinct rule, 0 otherwise
gst
uv 1 if flow (s, t) goes through link (u, v) by the default rule, 0 otherwise

kuv 1 if the default port of node u goes to v, 0 otherwise
Fu Set of distinct flows
Gu Set of default flows
V ′ Set of nodes used to route the traffic
E′ Set of links used to route traffic
µ µ ∈]0, 1]; maximum tolerated link utilization
NG (u) Set of neighboring nodes of u ∈ V
δG (u) Incident links to u ∈ V
M A non-negative, big enough constant

Objective function (1) minimizes the total energy consumed

by links and nodes. Constraint (2) expresses the classical flow

conservation. It ensures that incoming and outgoing flows are

equal for each node except for the source and destination.

Inequality (3) says that the sum of traffic for all demands

routed through link e = (u, v) must not exceed the tolerated

link capacity µCe. Inequality (4) ensures that the flow passing

through link (u,v) is routed using only one rule, which can be

either a distinct or a default rule. It also guarantees that the

flow for a demand (s,t) is routed in one direction on link (u,v),

which can either be from u to v or from v to u. Inequality (5)
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limits the rule space to a maximum allowed rule space capacity

at each node, while keeping only one rule as the default rule.

Inequalities (6) and (7) are used to restrict the default port for

each node to one. Finally, inequality (8) ensures that when a

node u is turned off, none of its incident links can be turned

on.

Note that the choice of parameter M is crucial for the

experiments. M should be greater than or equal to max
u∈V

|δG(u)|,

or largely M ≥ |V | − 1.

It is very challenging, and sometimes impossible, to achieve

an optimal solution using the previous ILP formulation for

large topologies and dense instances. In fact, formulation (1) -

(3) falls into the class of multi-commodity integral flow

problems (see [36]). According to [37], the multicommodity

flow problem, with continuous flow variables, can be solved in

a polynomial time. However, when flow variables are integers,

the corresponding decision problem is NP-complete even

when considering only two demands and unitary capacities

(see [38]). Moreover, if we omit all the coefficients, variables

and constraints related to rule space and energy optimization,

then we obtain the problem studied in [20], which is proven to

be NP-hard. Thus, solving the previous ILP using only exact

methods for the resolution is expected to be inefficient. As

a consequence, for large topologies, we choose to tackle the

problem using heuristic methods.

IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

We present a set of first-fit heuristic-based algorithms that

are practical for large-sized networks. The first-fit heuristic

is an efficient heuristic that is widely used to solve bin-

packing-like problems. It was chosen for this case because

it is a straightforward greedy approximation algorithm that

can provide a feasible solution in polynomial-time. For more

details about the bin-packing optimization problem and the

first-fit heuristic, the reader may refer to [39], [40].

We propose a centralized implementation of the heuristic

algorithms into an Openflow controller. First, the controller

collects information on the network topology and the user

traffic demands. Then, the controller runs the heuristic to

find a subset of selected nodes and links to route traffic

demands. In Fig. 4, we present the software architecture

running inside SDN-based network. There are three layers in

an SDN architecture; (i) Application layer transfers require-

ments to the controller using an open application programming

interface (north-bound API) that allows a better orchestration

of network resources, (ii) Control layer maps the application

requirements to the network resources, (iii) Infrastructure

layer (data plane), consists of heterogeneous network devices

that support an open Southbound API, i.e., Openflow protocol.

Note that implementing energy saving heuristic algorithms

will mainly involve the application modules (Topology, EAR,

users’ requests, statistics information).

                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                     Openflow switches

 Flow table

 (HW)

secure channel 

(SW )

 Flow table

 (HW)

secure channel 

(SW )

 Flow table

 (HW)

secure channel 

(SW )

Data 
plane

Open south-bound   

API (Openflow)

Control 
plane

Network operating system

 Flow table

 (HW)

secure channel 

(SW )

Open north-bound API

Topology 
module

EAR
Users'  requests 

information 
device statistics 

module
 Device 

management

SDN applications

Application layer

Control layer

Infrastructure layer

Fig. 4: Software architecture running inside SDN-based net-
work

Fig. 5 contains a diagram description of our proposed

heuristics. Step1 uses Dijkstra’s algorithm [41] to route

traffic demands through the shortest paths; it requires

O(|D | |E |.log |V |). Step2 sorts the elements according to a
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Step1: Route all demands 

through the shortest paths on G'

Yes

Step3: Turn off the current element

V'=V-{u} or  E'=E-{uv}

Check feasibility 

Turn on current element
and go to the next element 

Step4: Reroute all the traffic 

demands on the residual graph

Any candidate element
to turn off?

G'=(V',E')

G=(V,E), D
V'=V,  E'=E
G'=(V',E')

No

Yes

No
Step2: Sort elements (nodes 

of V' and links of E', 
respectively) in a given 

order

Fig. 5: Diagram of our heuristic.

given criterion and has a complexity of O(|E | + |V |). Step3

requires O(1) because the candidate element for being turned

off can be found using the list head from Step2. Step4 uses

Dijkstra’s algorithm at most |D | times.

Note that a crucial step for this first-fit heuristic is the way

the elements are sorted. In our algorithms, we choose three

criteria to sort nodes and links:

1) First-Fit Most-Power (MP): iteratively selects the ele-

ment with the highest power consumption.

2) First-Fit Least-Flow (LF): iteratively selects the ele-

ment with the smallest amount of traffic already routed

through it. This selection criterion is used by [30] to sort

candidate links.

3) First-Fit Random (R): randomly selects an element.

Here, Step2 is neglected because it does not need to

sort the network elements.

TABLE IV summarizes the combined node/link sorting poli-

cies. The columns correspond to the nodes’ criteria and the

rows to the links’ criteria.

TABLE IV: Combination of sorting criteria for the first-fit
heuristics

XXXXXXXlinks
nodes MP LF R

LF MP-LF LF-LF R-LF
MP MP-MP LF-MP R-MP

Input: G=(V,E), initial flow tables and rule capacity
Ru for all u ∈ V , link capacity Ce for all e ∈ E ,
and a set D of demands with traffic
requirements dst for all (s, t) ∈ D.

Output: G’=(V’,E’): the output graph containing only
elements used to route the demands.

1 initially, the remaining link capacity Cre = Ce for all
e ∈ E;

2 /*Node optimization*/
3 sort nodes according to a predefined order in node-list;
4 for (i=1; i <= |V |; i++) do
5 turn off (node-list[i]);
6 for each (s, t) ∈ D do
7 path(s, t)=compute the best possible path from

s to t ;
8 if !path (s, t) then
9 turn on (node-list);

10 else
11 update the graph and flow tables using

Algorithm 2 ;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 /*Link optimization*/
16 sort links according to a predefined order in node-list;
17 for ( j=1 ; j<= |E |; j++) do
18 turn off (link-list[j]) ;
19 for each (s, t) ∈ D do
20 path(s, t)=compute the best possible path from

s to t ;
21 if !path (s,t) then
22 turn on (link-list[j]) ;
23 else
24 update the graph and flow tables using

Algorithm 2 ;
25 end
26 end
27 end

Algorithm 1: First-fit heuristic-based algorithms.

For example, the MP-MP heuristic selects respectively the

node and the link that consumes the highest amount of power

as a candidate to be powered off. Hence, V and E are sorted

according to decreasing values of Eu , Ee respectively. The

LF-LF heuristic turns off elements (nodes and links) with

increasing values of traffic that was already routed through

each element. Algorithm 1 describes, in detail, the different

steps of our heuristics.

We start from the whole network by considering the initial
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Input: A subgraph G′′ G computed during the turning
off step, the path p(s,t), rule capacity Ru , the
default port def(u) for all u ∈ V , remaining link
capacity Cre, and link capacity Ce for all e ∈ E.

Output: Updated flow tables and updated sets of
distinct Fu and default Gu flows.

1 assign the route p(s,t) to the demand (s, t) ;
2 update Cre = Cre − dst for all e ∈ p(s,t) ;
3 for each u ∈ p(s,t) do
4 if |Fu | == Ru then
5 adjust the flow table of the node u as illustrated

in Fig. 3;
6 end
7 for each v ∈ N ′′

G(u) do
8 if ((u,v) ∈ p(s,t) AND def(u) ==v) then
9 Gu = Gu ∪ (s, t) ;

10 else
11 if ((u,v) ∈ p(s,t) AND def(u), v ) then
12 Fu = Fu ∪ (s, t) ;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 end

Algorithm 2: Updating flow tables, Fu , and Gu

flow tables and assuming that all elements are turned on.

After sorting the elements based on a given criteria, we next

apply the following procedure for nodes and then for links.

At each iteration, we remove (i.e., turn off) the first element

in the ordered set. Then, we compute, for each demand (s, t),

the best possible path along the residual network topology as

described in Algorithm 1. The best path is the shortest path

that satisfies inequalities (2)-(4). If no path exists, then the

removed element is put back into the network. For the sake

of simplicity and without loss of generality, when routing we

consider that the weights of all links are equal to one. When

a shortest path is found, the remaining capacity of the links is

updated as described in Algorithm 2. Recall that, for each node

u, the two sets Fu and Gu denote distinct and default flows

respectively (see TABLE III). Initially, flow entries are created

without hindrance until the flow table becomes full, and then

there is no available space to assign a new rule. Then, the

flow table is adjusted (line 4, Algorithm 2) by selecting the

port that carries the largest number of flows, as the default

port. This step has been previously described in Fig. 3.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the ILP formulation and the

heuristic-based algorithms. First, we describe the considered

performance metrics and the experimental scenarios. Our goal

is to accomplish the following evaluations:

1) a general performance analysis of the ILP model on

different network instances that consider different rule

space capacities;

2) a comparison of the solutions obtained using the ILP

formulation with those obtained using the heuristics on

the same network instances;

3) a general performance analysis of the heuristic solutions

for large networks.

A. Performance metrics

The performance of the proposed resolution approaches is

evaluated using five performance metrics. The first two metrics

indicate the percentage of energy savings that can be obtained.

• ηLo f f is the percentage of energy savings related to the

links turned off by our EAR algorithms. It is computed

as follows:

ηLo f f =

∑
e∈E

Ee −
∑

e∈E′
Ee∑

e∈E
Ee

× 100. (9)

• ηNo f f is the percentage of energy savings related to the

nodes turned off by our EAR algorithms. It is computed

as follows:

ηNo f f =

∑
u∈V

Eu − ∑
u∈V ′

Eu∑
u∈V

Eu
× 100. (10)

The third metric, denoted by λ2(G), represents an impor-

tant characteristic of graphs, which is the connectivity. This

parameter can be computed using the Laplacian matrix of the

undirected graph G , denoted by LG [42]. In graph theory,

LG is equal to the difference between the degree matrix DG
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and the adjacency matrix AG , i.e., LG = DG − AG . AG is

a square binary matrix |V | × |V |, where the generic matrix

element ai j indicates if vertices i and j are adjacent in the

graph. The degree matrix DG of G is the diagonal matrix

such that dii =
∑
j∈V

ai j. The Laplacian matrix of an undirected

graph is symmetric with real eigenvalues. The eigenspectrum

λ(G) of LG is defined as the set of its |V | eigenvalues,

which can be ordered sequentially in an ascending order

(λ1(G) ≤ λ2(G) ≤ ... ≤ λV (G)). For a connected graph G,

λ2(G) > 0. The second smallest eigenvalue λ2 is called the

algebraic connectivity of the graph [43].

In our case, the computation of λ2 enables to control the

connectivity of the active part of the network.

As load balancing is a requirement that should be fulfilled

in carrier Ethernet, the fourth metric is devoted to measuring

the fairness of traffic distribution on the active links E ′.

The fairness index FI measures if the traffic load is fairly

distributed among all the links. In our performance analysis,

we use Jain’s Fairness Index [44], which is given by:

FI =
( ∑
e∈E′

le)2

|E ′ | × ∑
e∈E′

le2 , (11)

where le is the percentage of traffic utilization of link e ∈ E ′.

Note that, when FI = 1, the traffic is distributed in a fair

way.

The last metric to be introduced is related to the increase

of route length. Consider a demand (s, t) ∈ D, then we define

ϕst = Lst
2 −Lst

1 , where Lst
1 is the length of path routing demand

(s, t) using the shortest path without considering EAR. Lst
2 is

the length of the path routing (s, t) using our EAR algorithms.

Lst
1 and Lst

2 are given in terms of hops. Note that for (s, t) ∈ D,

Lst
2 ≥ Lst

1 . This is obvious as EAR algorithms may turn off

some elements of the graph, which may increase the length of

paths.

B. Experimental context

We solve the ILP model using the solver CPLEX with

Concert Technology (C++) [45]. Note that Cplex is a solver

that uses exact methods of resolution to solve integer, mixed

integer and quadratic programs [46]. The time limit is set to 3

hours (10800 seconds), and M parameter is set to |V | −1. The

heuristic algorithms are implemented using MATLAB. All the

experiments are performed on a PC with 2.6 GHz Intel Core

i7 and 8GB RAM.

Data for the real network topology used by ISPs are con-

sidered confidential, so they are not easily revealed. Conse-

quently, we consider realistic network instances collected from

SNDlib [48]. TABLE V presents the main properties of the

used network topologies.

TABLE V: Properties of network topologies

Network instance |V | |E | |D | Traffic matrix origin Link capacity
origin (units)

Abilene 12 15 132 6:00 am of Sept 04th 2004 [2480-9920]
Atlanta 15 22 210 given by SNDlib [575000-3200000]
Di-yuan 11 42 22 given by SNDlib [8200-159300]
France 25 45 300 given by SNDlib 2500
Germany50 50 88 662 6:00 am of Feb 15th 2005 [4150-3290]
Nobel-germany 17 26 121 6:00 am of Feb 02nd 2005 600
Nobel-us 14 21 91 given by SNDlib [3580-20350]
Pdh 11 34 24 given by SNDlib 1920
Polska 12 18 66 given by SNDlib [4260-6804]

We consider two main types of traffic matrices:

• T M1: is a meshed traffic matrix, i.e., every node of the

network appears at least in one demand as a source

or destination. T M1 is nothing but the traffic matrix

provided by SNDlib for the chosen networks.

• T M2: is generated from T M1 so that some randomly

chosen nodes (from 10% to 15% of |V |) are assumed to

be pass-through nodes (transit nodes, i.e., neither source

nor destination of any demand). To generate the traffic

matrix TM2, we first begin by choosing the set of nodes

that will be considered as pass-through, i.e. transit nodes.

The corresponding demands in TM1 are then removed

and replaced in TM2 by new ones, randomly generated,

in order to maintain the same number of demands for each
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topology. TABLE VI presents the percentage of through-

pass nodes.

TABLE VI: Percentage of pass-through nodes for T M2
Abilene Atlanta Di France Germany50 Nobel Nobel Pdh Polska

-yuan -germ. -us
10% 10% 12% 10% 10% 12% 15% 10% 15%

We assume that the daily traffic patterns have the shape of

Fig. 6 taken from [49]. Note that the traffic matrices found

in SNDlib are collected at 6:00 a.m. In order to fit the best

to reality and represent the daily traffic levels, we scale T M1

and T M2 with parameter γ ranging from [0.25, 2.5].

Fig. 6: Daily traffic for different networks

We also assume, as in [30], that the rule capacity of each

flow table is Ru = (ρ × |D|) where ρ ∈]0, 1].

In all the experiments, we use the same estimation of the power

consumption as in [24]. The power consumption of a single

line card is 150 Watts, therefore, the power consumption of a

link e is Ee= 300 Watts. While the consumption of node v is

assumed to be Ev=(1200 + |δ(v)|) Watts, where δ(v), we eval

is the degree of v.

C. Computational results

In this section, we present the performance results to

confirm the effectiveness of our algorithms. We start with

a demonstration on the smallest test instance (i.e., Abilene

network). Then, we compare the performance of the ILP

model with the heuristic algorithms on nine different network

topologies. Finally, we present a substantial evaluation of the

heuristics with respect to the different network performance

previously defined.

1) Optimal vs. heuristic solutions for Abilene network

As a first experimental evaluation, we consider the ILP model

and the heuristics solutions for Abilene Network (|V | =

12, |E | = 15, |D | = 132), using T M1 and varying the rule space

capacity. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present the produced topologies

after applying the ILP and MP-MP heuristic algorithms to

the Abilene Network instances with rule capacities ρ = 9%,

ρ = 20%, and ρ = 100% respectively. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,

the continuous lines represent the links used in the final

solution to route all demands. The dashed lines are links that

appeared in the original graph and that have been turned off

during the optimization process. For the different values of

ρ, both algorithms (ILP and MP-MP heuristic) give solutions

with always 26.5% of links turned off. However, we notice

through Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, that the obtained solutions for the

different rule spaces are not the same. In fact, the produced

sub-graphs are different for the various rule spaces. This is

obvious because when the rule capacity value ρ changes, the

flow table size changes as well, therefore producing different

routing solutions for the same instance.

We also notice that, for all the cases, the obtained sub-graphs

are always full-covering trees. Recall that, for this first set of

experiments, we use a fully-meshed traffic matrix (i.e., T M1),

which implies that all the nodes must be turned on for all the

solutions. All the obtained solutions are full-covering trees,

which means that we succeed in routing all the demands

using the minimum number of links that guarantee network

connectivity (i.e., |E ′ | = |V | − 1).

Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b illustrate the distribution of metric ϕ

computed for Abilene instances (ρ = 9%, ρ = 20% and

ρ = 100%) using ILP and MP-MP algorithms respectively.

Obviously, using EAR algorithms increases the routing path

lengths, which can, for some few demands, reach 9 extra hops

compared to the shortest path routes. However, more than 70%
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of the demands have a reasonable number of extra hops that

ranged from 0 to 4.

In summary, for the first experiment, the ILP and heuristic

algorithms performed similarly. Both achieve the maximum

possible energy savings without violating any operational

constraint.

ATLAM5

(a) Small flow table ρ = 9%

ATLAM5

(b) Medium flow table ρ = 20%

ATLAM5

(c) Large flow table ρ = 100%

Fig. 7: The Abilene Network using the ILP model

ATLAM5

(a) Small flow table ρ = 9%

ATLAM5

(b) Medium flow table ρ = 20%

ATLAM5

(c) Large flow table ρ = 100%

Fig. 8: The Abilene Network using MP-MP heuristic

2) Optimal vs. heuristic solutions for various network

topologies

To thoroughly compare the ILP and heuristic-based

algorithms, we evaluate their performances on nine different

network instances using the two traffic matrices T M1 and

(a) ILP model

(b) MP-MP heuristic

Fig. 9: Paths hops increase for Abilene Network

T M2. As known in practice, network operators do not run

their networks at full utilization to avoid transient congestion.

In our work, the maximum allowed utilization of links is

set to 70% (µ = 0.7), which guarantees normal network

operation. Results are reported in TABLE VII, TABLE VIII,

TABLE IX, and TABLE X. Entries for the tables are the

following.

The first column indicates the network instance characteristics.

The second column gives the rule capacity ρ which is set to

the three values 9%, 20%, and 100%. The optimum column

indicates if the optimal solution is found (only in TABLE VII

and TABLE IX). The sorting criteria column indicates the

sorting policies used to run the heuristic (only in TABLE VIII

and TABLE X). The energy savings column reports the

percentage of turned off nodes ηNo f f and edges ηLo f f . λ2(G)

and λ2(G′) columns report the network connectivity before

and after running the EAR algorithms. In other words, λ2(G)

is the initial graph connectivity, and λ2(G′) is the computed
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graph connectivity. λ2(G) and λ2(G′) are computed only

for the fully meshed matrix, which is the case of T M1

(TABLE VII and TABLE VIII). The gap column is computed

as the ratio (UB-LB)/LB, where UB is the upper bound on

power consumption, (the power consumption of the sub-graph

solution), and LB is the lower bound on power consumption

(the power consumption of the linear relaxation). Finally, the

time column gives the computation time in seconds.

TABLE VII and TABLE VIII report the computational

results obtained by running the ILP and heuristic algorithms

respectively for T M1. First, note that for all the instances,

the percentage of nodes turned off using both algorithms is

ηNo f f = 0%. This is obvious since the traffic matrix T M1 is

fully meshed; therefore, no node can be turned off.

During the experiments for all network topologies except for

France and Germany50, we remark that the number of links

used to route the traffic is |V | − 1. As discussed earlier, this is

the minimum number of links needed to route a fully meshed

traffic matrix (such as T M1). We also observe that, when the

original graph is dense (i.e., λ2(G) is high), the percentage of

turned off links is important (see, for instance, Di-yuan and

Pdh networks).

The impact of rule space can be noticed particularly for the

France and Germany50 instances. Clearly, we notice that ηLo f f

increases when ρ increases as well. We can explain this by the

fact that, when providing more rule space, routing the demands

would be more flexible and would use fewer links. Having

more rule space also makes it easier to test instances. For

example, with Atlanta or Nobel-us networks, when the rule

space is scarce (ρ = 9%), the ILP cannot reach optimality

within the time limit. However, the same networks, when

ρ = 20% and ρ = 100% are solved to optimality before

reaching the time limit.

In TABLE VIII, we report the results obtained using the

heuristic-based algorithms and all the possible combinations

of the sorting criteria given in TABLE IV. In particular, we

report the best obtained solutions, in terms of energy savings

and computation times, among all the combinations of sorting

criteria. Note, however, that we obtain the same energy savings

for the majority of combinations, but sometimes with different

sub-graph solutions, (i.e., different values of λ2(G′)).

As a first observation, the heuristic algorithms represent en-

couraging results in terms of execution times. In addition,

for France and Gemany50 networks, our heuristics achieve

a higher percentage of energy savings compared to those

achieved with the ILP model (the ILP model is stopped before

reaching optimality due to the large network size).

TABLE IX and TABLE X report computational results ob-

tained by running the ILP and heuristic algorithms respectively

using T M2. Note that for these tables, we do not report the

values of graph connectivity, i.e., λ2(G) and λ2(G′) because the

latter are not significant in this case. In fact, since T M2 is a

sparse traffic matrix, some nodes act as pass-through nodes

in the routing process, and hence, turning off these nodes

improves the energy conservation. We notice that a significant

gain of energy saving is achieved with both algorithms. For

T M2 like T M1, the impact of rule space is also noticed for

France and Germany50 networks. As expected, the resulting

energy savings increase when the rule space also increases.

When analyzing the results reported in TABLE VII to TA-

BLE X, we can state that the heuristic algorithms provided en-

ergy saving values better than or equal to those obtained with

the ILP model within reasonable computation times. More-

over, the heuristic results, especially those obtained for France

and Germany50, demonstrate the efficiency of our heuristics

on large-sized instances. Through the obtained results we also

observe that the performance of our heuristics is influenced

by the number of demands, such as Atlanta (|D |=210), France

(|D |=300) and Germany50 (|D|=662). This is obvious since
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the heuristic algorithms are based on a demand re-routing

process after turning off selected nodes/links at each iteration.

3) Heuristics performances analysis

In what follows, we evaluate our heuristics with France,

Germany50, and Nobel-germany networks using T M1 and

based on the performance metric ϕ. The increase in the

path lengths for these networks using the MP-MP heuristic

algorithm is reported in Fig. 10.

We first remark that a significant fraction of demands (30%

to 50%) is not affected by path length increase (ϕ = 0).

However, the increase in path length reaches for a small

fraction of demands an important number of hops. An example

is Germany50 Network, where the path length increases by

20 hops. Consequently, restrictions on the maximum number

of hops should be considered in the future using additional

constraint especially for large-sized networks.

We can limit the path length (in terms of hop) by adding the

following constraint:∑
(u,v)∈E

( fuv + fvu + guv + gvu) ≤ Lst ∀(s, t) ∈ D. (12)

We also can limit paths length increase using the following

path delay constraint:∑
(u,v)∈E

( fuv + fvu + guv + gvu).latuv ≤ latencyst ∀(s, t) ∈ D,

(13)

where latuv is the edge delay and latencyst is the delay of

the demand (s, t).

Further analysis is needed to evaluate the different sorting

criteria used for the heuristic algorithms that are always

applied to France, Germany50 and Nobel-germany networks.

To this end, we evaluate the different heuristics performances

when the maximum link utilization µ on the network

varies. In Fig. 11, we present the percentage of turned

off links using the heuristic algorithms when considering

(a) Germany50 Network

(b) France Network

(c) Nobel-germany Network

Fig. 10: Paths hops increase by MP-MP heuristic using T M1

different combinations of sorting criteria. We observe that all

combinations show identical results for µ ≥ 0.6. Otherwise,

MP-MP and MP-LF prove to be the most efficient heuristics.

For µ > 0.65 no improvements in terms of energy savings

is noticed because the traffic demand requirements imply a

limitation of the number of links that can be turned off.

To evaluate the heuristics performance for the daily

variations in traffic between day and night, we scale the

traffic matrices (T M1 and T M2) by γ while setting µ = 0.7

for all network instances. We use the MP-MP heuristic, which

gives, in most cases, the best results among all combinations
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TABLE VII: ILP formulation using T M1

Rule Energy Graph Optimality Power consumption Execution

Network capacity Optimum Saving connectivity gap Upper bound Time

(ρ%) ηNo f f
(%) ηLo f f

(%) λ2(G) λ2(G′) (%) UB (W) (s)

9 yes 0.13 0 2.22

Abilene 20 yes 0 26.65 0.309 0.176 0 17730 1.93

100 yes 0.086 0 1.83

9 no 0.0467 2.6 10800

Atlanta 20 yes 0 36.35 0.422 0.0706 0 22244 1961.49

100 yes 0.0642 0 1893.13

9 no 0.1023 7.4 10800

Di-yuan 20 no 0 76.15 5.793 0.0741 7.1 16284 10800

100 no 0.0938 7.5 10800

9 no 0 33.33 0.1267 7.9 39090 10800

France 20 no 0 35.55 0.350 0.0416 7.7 38790 10800

100 no 0 37.75 0.0423 7.1 38490 10800

9 no 0 31.8 0.029 15.7 78476 10800

Germany50 20 no 0 32.95 0.182 0.055 12.9 77876 10800

100 no 0 34.05 0.046 10.07 77576 10800

9 yes 0.037 0 942.541

Nobel-germany 20 yes 0 38.45 0.301 0.063 0 25252 1076.54

100 yes 0.049 0 10248.3

9 no 0.113 2.1 10800

Nobel-us 20 yes 0 38.05 0.7326 0.064 0 20742 5013.33

100 yes 0.018 0 942.541

9 no 0.127 5.5 10800

Pdh 20 no 0 70.55 2.524 0.1857 4.6 16268 10800

100 no 0.145 5.4 10800

9 yes 0.0805 0 78.6207

Polska 20 yes 0 38.85 0.7125 0.1318 0 17736 34.6595

100 yes 0.126 0 42.713

TABLE VIII: Heuristic algorithms using T M1
Rule Sorting Energy Graph Power consumption Execution

Network capacity criteria Saving connectivity Upper bound Time
(ρ%) ηNo f f

(%) ηLo f f
(%) λ2(G) λ2(G′) UB (W) (s)

9 R-MP 0.269
Abilene 20 R-MP 0 26.65 0.309 0.258 17730 <0.60

100 R-MP 0.070
9 R-MP 0.046

Atlanta 20 R-LF 0 36.35 0.422 0.070 22244 < 135
100 R-LF 0.064
9 R-LF 0.162

Di-yuan 20 R-LF 0 76.15 5.793 0.128 16284 < 82
100 R-LF 0.137
9 R-LF 0.095

France 20 R-MP 0 46.65 0.350 0.087 37290 < 1161
100 R-LF 0.095
9 R-LF 0.090

Germany50 20 R-LF 0 44.3 0.182 0.011 74876 < 9310
100 R-LF 0.034
9 R-LF 0.087

Nobel-germany 20 R-MP 0 38.45 0.301 0.082 25252 < 112
100 R-MP 0.056
9 R-LF 0.186

Nobel-us 20 R-LF 0 38.05 0.7326 0.123 20742 < 53
100 R-LF 0.171
9 R-MP 0.154

Pdh 20 R-MP 0 70.55 2.524 0.185 16268 < 45
100 R-LF 0.026
9 R-MP 0.117

Polska 20 R-LF 0 38.85 0.7125 0.092 17736 < 7
100 R-LF 0.092
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TABLE IX: ILP formulation using T M2
Rule Energy Optimality Power consumption Execution

Network capacity Optimum Saving gap Upper bound Time
(ρ%) ηNo f f

(%) ηLo f f
(%) (%) UB (W) (s)

9 1.25
Abilene 20 yes 8.33 33.33 0 16528 0.54

100 0.13
9 171.56

Atlanta 20 yes 6.66 40.90 0 20740 635.06
100 3514.68
9 3791

Di-yuan 20 yes 09.09 78.57 0 14776 10800
100 10800
9 8 46.66 4.4 35183 10800

France 20 no 8 44.44 3.8 34883 10800
100 8 44.44 3.8 34883 10800
9 10 42.04 27.1 70668 10800

Germany50 20 no 6 39.77 27.5 70668 10800
100 6 39.77 12.9 69454 10800
9 14.63

Nobel-germany 20 yes 11.76 46.15 0 22244 18.22
100 14.51
9 370.08

Nobel-us 20 yes 14.28 47.61 0 17736 210.08
100 1387.4
9 6222.73

Pdh 20 yes 9.09 73.52 0 14762 6474.38
100 4384.39
9 19.92

Polska 20 yes 16.66 50 0 14728 14.55
100 3.42

TABLE X: Heuristic algorithms using T M2
Rule Sorting Energy Power consumption Execution

Network capacity criteria Saving Upper bound Time
(ρ%) ηNo f f

(%) ηLo f f
(%) UB (W) (s)

9 MP-LF
Abilene 20 MP-LF 8.33 33.33 16528 < 1

100 LF-LF
9 MP-LF

Atlanta 20 LF-LF 6.66 40.90 20740 < 25
100 MP-LF
9 R-MP

Di-yuan 20 R-MP 09.09 78.57 14776 < 40
100 LF-MP
9 MP-LF

France 20 MP-LF 8 51.11 34577 < 743
100 MP-MP
9 MP-LF

Germany50 20 MP-LF 10 50 67359 < 11282
100 MP-LF
9 LF-LF

Nobel-germany 20 MP-MP 11.76 46.15 22244 < 10
100 R-MP
9 MP-LF

Nobel-us 20 MP-LF 14.28 47.61 17736 < 27
100 MP-LF
9 R-MP

Pdh 20 MP-MP 9.09 73.52 14762 < 49
100 MP-LF
9 MP-MP

Polska 20 LF-LF 16.66 50 14728 < 15
100 MP-LF

of the sorting criteria. Fig. 12 reports the percentage of turned

off links using T M1. While Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 report the

percentage of turned off links and nodes, respectively, using

T M2.

In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the obtained results are as expected.

When the matrix factor increases for France, Nobel-germany,

Nobel-us, and Polska networks, the energy savings are

reduced. However, for the other networks except Abilene,

the percentage of turned off links remains almost the same

for the different values of γ. This is obviously due the fact

that link capacities for the these networks are sufficient to

satisfy the high-valued traffic demands. Only for Abilene

Network, no feasible energy savings can be achieved for

high-valued traffic demands. In Fig. 14, we notice that, for
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(a) Germany50 Network

(b) France Network

(c) Nobel-germany Network

Fig. 11: Turned off links versus µ using different combinations
of sorting criteria for T M1

France, Germany50, Nobel-germany, Nobel-us, and Polska

networks, some pass-through nodes have to be turned on

to route a large number of traffic demands. For the other

networks except Abilene Network, it is possible to route a

large number of traffic demands with the same number of

nodes. Concerning Abilene instances, no feasible solution can

be found when γ ≥ 2 because of the link capacity constraint.

Finally, we evaluate the impact of rule space capacity in

terms of load balancing. Fig. 15 describes the fairness index

FI behavior as a function of ρ for the nine networks running

the MP-MP heuristic. When the rule capacity decreases, the

traffic demand is routed through the allowed ports according

to the matching rule in the flow table, and consequently an

unfair traffic distribution is resulted. Based on the results of

Fig. 15, we observe that the heuristic solutions maintain a

good fairness index that ranged from 0.45 to 0.8.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an energy-aware routing solution

that is compliant with SDN-based carrier Ethernet networks.

We first propose a binary linear programming formulation

for the EAR problem that maximizes the number of network

elements to be turned off, while respecting traffic demand

and rule space constraints. Since identifying the optimal set

of nodes and links to be turned off is an NP-hard problem,

along with the ILP model, we propose a set of first-fit heuristic

algorithms to reduce the computation time. We also discuss

some EAR implementations in an SDN controller. Both ILP

algorithm and heuristics are tested on nine realistic network

topologies from SNDlib taking into account the rule space

constraint. Our algorithms balance between saving energy and

link utilization constraints while respecting the size limitation

of flow tables. Experiments prove that the heuristics are

appropriate for achieving energy efficient routing in carrier-

grade networks. Based on the obtained results, which are

encouraging, we aim, as a next step, to implement the proposed

heuristics via a network emulator (using a POX controller). In

addition, as a future work, it would be interesting to include

restrictions on the maximum length of paths, which can be

ensured by the delay or the hop constraints. Moreover, one

could improve the deployment of EAR by considering the

so-called reliability constraint which is one of the crucial

requirements for carrier Ethernet networks.
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